
 

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL AND REGULATION COMMITTEE
22 February 2019

A report by the Acting Executive Director for Economy and Infrastructure
_____________________________________________________________________

Application Reference Nos. 3/18/9004 & 3/18/9005

Location: Shapfell Limestone Quarry, Hardendale, Shap, Penrith, CA10 3LH

Application Types: Section 73 Applications to Vary and/or Remove Planning Conditions

Proposals 

3/18/9004: To vary and remove conditions of planning permission 3/06/9011 to provide 
an extended timeframe for the completion of restoration operations and 
revised restoration scheme.

3/18/9005: To vary and remove conditions of planning permission 3/06/9010 to provide 
an extended timeframe for the completion of restoration operations and 
revised restoration scheme.

Applicant: Tata Steel 

Date Valid: 30 November 2018

Reason for Committee Level Decision: Time extension to operations at a large quarry 
with a complex planning history.

_____________________________________________________________________

1.0 RECOMMENDATION

1.1 That, subject to the applicant first entering into a Section 106 legal agreement 
with the County Council to secure the prompt removal of redundant mineral 
processing infrastructure from the Shapfell Works site and replace the existing 
Section 33 Legal Agreement which requires the removal of all plant and 
machinery from the Shapfell Works and its restoration following the cessation of 
quarrying operations;

a) planning permission is Granted subject to the conditions set out in Appendix 1 
for Application Ref. 3/18/9004;

b) planning permission is Granted subject to the conditions set out in Appendix 1 
for Application Ref. 3/18/9005.

2.0 THE PROPOSAL

2.1 Planning permission is sought to vary and remove conditions of planning 
permissions 3/06/9010 and 3/06/9011 in order to provide a revised restoration 
scheme and extend the timeframe for the completion of restoration operations at 
Shapfell Limestone Quarry by up to 18 years (i.e. to 31 December 2036). No 
further mineral extraction is proposed at the quarry as part of this proposal. The 
time extension sought via these applications is solely for the carrying out of 
quarry restoration operations.

2.2 The current approved restoration scheme for Shapfell Quarry envisages infilling 
the full extent of the quarry void so as to substantially raise the ground-levels 
currently present and allow for a dry restoration of the entire site with a 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/8/section/106


 

predominantly rough grassland finish and agricultural use. To date, 
approximately two-fifths of this 120ha quarry site has been restored to rough 
grassland and there is insufficient materials available on site to achieve approved 
restoration scheme.

2.3 The revised restoration scheme proposes a mixed dry and wet restoration – 
retaining the existing waterbody which covers an approximately 30ha area. It 
proposes to alter the approved restoration contours and create a varied mosaic 
of habitats across the dry elements of the site. As such it would provide for:  

 23.3ha of semi-improved calcareous grassland with basic flush slope; 
 1.02ha of native mixed deciduous woodland; 
 1.8ha of ephemeral marshy/shallow scrape;
 retention of cliff faces; 
 a hibernacula and bund for amphibians and reptiles; and 
 the creation of gravel islands and areas of bare ground. 

2.4 The proposed restoration would thus enable a mixed agricultural and nature 
conservation (i.e. amenity) afteruse. 

2.5 The application supporting documentation sets out that the proposed time period 
for restoration operations has been dictated by the availability of materials for 
restoration, geotechnical safety considerations and land stability. It proposes that 
restoration operations would take place in three broadly geographically zoned 
phases in the following timeframes: 

 2019 to 2021: Phase 1 (Northern part of the site) - approx. 8.5ha and     
Phase 3a (South-Eastern) – approx. 3.5ha. 

 2022 to 2024: Phase 2 (Central part of the site) - approx. 12ha and       
Phase 3b (South-Central) – approx. 1.5ha.

 2025 to 2036: Phase 3c (South-Western) – approx. 9.5ha (of which approx. 
4ha is quarry void).

2.6 It is proposed that Phases 1 and 2 would use only existing material available 
from within the site; employing cut-and-fill techniques and the movement and 
spreading of soil bunds to form the proposed land contours. It would also involve 
the creation of water-edge features; formation of a depressed channel for a 
stream; picking-off of loose blocks from cliff edges; native woodland planting; 
initial seeding and grass establishment. 

2.7 Phase 3 covers a total area of approximately 14.5ha encompassing the “upper” 
void at the southern end of the site, the haul road and settling ponds. Within this 
the upper void area covers approximately 9ha. It is proposed that restoration 
works in the upper void would use washed limestone fines (referred to as 
“slimes” within the application documentation) and limestone chippings (less than 
30mm diameter), both derived from the Shapfell works site during the washing of 
limestone feedstock for the kilns. The slimes constitute remnant adherent 
particles of clay and silt and small limestone pieces (less than 1 or 2mm in size) 
that remain following the washing of limestone on the works site. These natural 
materials would be used to raise land-levels prior to re-soiling so as to reconnect 
this area with the existing adjoining habitat, which is designated as a Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), by creating semi-improved calcareous 
grassland and basic flush slope (base rich alkaline fens/flushes) here. These 
restoration operations would involve filling the void to the southern area from a 
depth of 318m AOD to a maximum height of approximately 329m AOD. To 



 

achieve the proposed levels the applicant calculates that 132,000m3 of slimes 
and a further 15,000m3 of limestone chippings would be required. As these 
materials are waste by-products from the associated Shapfell Works site; their 
arisings are linked to (and limited by) demand for lime from the kilns. Based on 
arisings of these materials over the last two years, the applicant calculates that 
the works generates approximately 8,500m3 of slimes a year (which after 
drainage and consolidation would occupy approximately 7,200m3 of void space 
per year). The rate of arisings of the slimes (along with the contours proposed) 
has dictated the proposed 18 year restoration period. 

2.8 The haul road is proposed to be retained in order to facilitate access by 
maintenance vehicles, but would be reduced in width to a 3m wide single-lane 
track as part of its final restoration. Some intermediary narrowing of the haul road 
to 6m in width is proposed to be undertaken in 2026 following the completion of 
Phase 2. The small corrugated metal hut situated on the south-eastern side of 
the site (within the Phase 3c area) is intended to be removed in 2019 and by no 
later than June 2020. The existing settlement ponds on site occupied by Great 
Crested Newts (GCN) are proposed to be retained, with a low-profile bund and 
hibernacula being created to the south of this to enhance this for GCN and other 
amphibians and reptiles.

2.9 Improvements and signage of an existing route used across open access land 
linking two existing public rights of way is also proposed. This would involve 
narrowing an old track and providing a 1m wide course of broken limestone 
chippings and erection of low-level wooden way-marking signage. It is also 
proposed to repair the wooden steps on the course of the public footpath across 
the site entrance. It is proposed that these works would be completed by June 
2020. As part of the final restoration of the site, it is proposed to reduce the 
gradient of the land where the public footpath crosses the site entrance. The 
applicant also proposes to provide some geological interpretation around the site. 

2.10 The applicant anticipates that no more than three plant items will be operating 
onsite simultaneously. Restoration works are proposed to be undertaken using 
an excavator, an articulated dump truck, a shovel and a dozer.  It is proposed 
that operational hours and access arrangements would remain as existing during 
restoration operations.

2.11 The planning conditions of planning permissions 3/06/9010 and 3/06/9011 are 
identical. These section 73 applications seek to vary conditions 1, 2, 4, 5, 28, 31 
and 35 and to remove conditions 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
37 and 38. The below table sets out the conditions that the applicant seeks to 
alter and the changes sought.

No. Subject Change Sought – Detail and 
1 Time Limit Vary to amend time period to 31 December 2036
2 Approved Scheme Vary to revise restoration scheme and provide 

updated operational documents and protocols.
4 Joint Formal Review Vary to amend wording to reflect revised timescales 

for restoration.
5 Joint Formal Review Content Vary to amend wording to reflect revised timescales 

for restoration.
6 Permanent Cessation of Mineral 

Working
Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.

7 Temporary Suspension of Mineral 
Working

Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.

8 Notification of Suspension Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.



 

9 Excavation Depth Limit Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
10 Pumping of Water Remove as no further mineral working or pumping 

is proposed.
11 Sales Limit Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
15 Hours of Blasting Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
17 Limit on Blasting Episodes Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
18 Air Blast Overpressure Reduction Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
19 Blast Limits Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
20 Blast Monitoring Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
21 Vibration Level Exceedance Protocol Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
22 Prohibition of Secondary Blasting Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
23 Dust Suppression on Drilling Rigs Remove as no further mineral working is proposed.
28 Informative re Noise Sensitive 

Property Identification
Vary to amend date.

31 Water Monitoring Vary to amend so as to reflect updated reports 
submitted in support of these applications.

35 Stacking of Soils Vary to amend condition so as to refer to the 
proposed revised restoration scheme

37 Soil Retention and Storage Details Remove as no longer considered relevant. All soils 
have already been stripped and placed in bunds.

38 Sowing of Soil Storage Mounds Remove as all soils have already been placed in 
storage mounds and seeded.

3.0 SITE DESCRIPTION, SURROUNDS & BACKGROUND

3.1 Shapfell Quarry is located within the open countryside to the north-east of 
Junction 39 of the M6 motorway. It lies approximately 1.7km to the south-east of 
the large village of Shap and is situated between the hamlets of Hardendale and 
Oddendale. It sits within an area of moorland characterised by a patchwork of 
open grazing common with heather moorland and limestone scars and 
pavements. 

3.2 Shapfell Quarry was originally opened in 1962 for the purpose of supplying 
limestone to the steel industry. The quality of the limestone deposit (with < 0.04% 
sulphur and > 98% calcium carbonate) meant the limestone extracted from here 
was suitable for metallurgical purposes – that is to say for conversion to high 
quality industrial lime which is used in the steel making process. In 1972 three 
lime kilns were installed at the related Shapfell Works for the production of 
calcined soft burnt lime to meet the requirements of the new Basic Oxygen 
Steelmaking process. In 1990 a fourth kiln was installed at the works.

3.3 Shapfell quarry comprises approximately 120ha of land. Approximately 37ha of 
the quarry has already been restored to rough pasture. The quarry void extends 
to approximately 60ha and is located in the north-eastern part of the site. The 
main quarry void has filled with water to form a large waterbody which covers 
approximately 30ha. The remainder of the quarry void includes limestone cliffs, 
scree and boulders with scant traces of vegetation establishing on some patches 
of bare ground. Meaningful mineral extraction at Shapfell Quarry ceased in 
November 2009.

3.4 Part of the south-eastern corner of the quarry lies within the Crosby Ravensworth 
Fell Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Approximately 15.9ha of the Crosby 
Ravensworth Fell SSSI overlaps the currently disturbed footprint of the quarry 
(with approximately 9.6ha of this being covered by the waterbody). 

3.5 The Asby Complex Special Area of Conservation (SAC) overlaps 4.6ha of the 
south-eastern planning application areas. The land within the planning 
application area that forms part of the SAC is situated outside of the quarry void 



 

and comprises previously restored areas.

3.6 Shapfell quarry is located on the watershed between the catchments of the 
Rivers Lowther, Leith and Lyvennet - all of which are tributaries of the River Eden 
SAC and SSSI.

3.7 The recent extension of the Yorkshire Dales National Park has resulted in the 
eastern edge of the quarry planning permission boundary now being on the 
western boundary of this national park. The Lake District National Park boundary 
lies approximately 2km to the west of the site.

3.8 Two distinct public footpath routes skirt around the edge of the unrestored quarry 
bowl. To the north of the quarry bowl public rights of way nos. 361029 and 
319018 run from the south-Shap M6 footbridge up onto Iron Hill/Haberwain Rigg. 
To the south of the quarry bowl public rights of way nos. 361027 and 319014 run 
from the south-Shap M6 footbridge south-eastward to Oddendale. This route 
forms part of Wainwrights’ Coast-to-Coast walk and crosses the haul road just 
outside the gated entrance to the quarry.

3.9 Five different registered common land units are present within the red line 
planning application area. Two parcels of common land cover the unrestored 
quarry void. Areas of open country lie to the north-east and south-west of the 
quarry void. As such the quarry void is virtually encircled by open access land.

3.10 The Shapfell Lime Works (the works) located 1.5km to the west of the quarry is 
also operated by Tata Steel UK Ltd and is functionally linked to the quarry. They 
are also physically linked via a   haul road which crosses the M6 motorway via a 
bridge. The works currently comprises four lime kilns and associated facilities for 
the reception, storage, sorting, crushing and washing of limestone prior to it 
being burnt in the kilns and transported off-site by rail and road. By-products of 
the lime-making process have been utilised in restoration works at Shapfell 
quarry. This includes:

 chemically unsuitable limestone (approx. 20% of quarried limestone material);
 washed limestone fines (a.k.a. “slimes”) which consist of small limestone 

particles and small sized limestone chippings, and naturally adherent clay 
and soil which were not removed during the quarrying and crushing to kiln 
feed stone; and,

 undersize (<30mm) washed limestone chippings. 

3.11 Since 2009, the works has largely operated using limestone imported by road 
from the nearby Shap Beck Quarry (located to the north of Shap village) and by 
rail from Derbyshire. 

4.0 SITE PLANNING HISTORY

4.1 Shapfell Quarry has an extensive planning history that dates back to the 1950s. 
Planning permission for the winning and working of limestone was first granted 
on 4 June 1959 when the site was known as Hardendale Quarry (Ref. 
WCC3437). Subsequent permissions for limestone extraction were granted in 
1960 (Ref. WCC3437A), 1974 (Ref. WCC7531B), 1989 (Ref. 3/88/1300), and 
1993 (Ref. 3/93/9002). The 1959, 1960 and 1974 planning permissions expired 
in 1994. 

4.2 Two section 73 planning applications seeking extensions to the life of the 1989 

https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/WCC3437A
https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/WCC3437A
https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/WCC7531B
https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/3/88/1300
https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/3/93/9002


 

and 1993 permissions to 31 December 2018 (and a number of variations to 
working and monitoring provisions) were lodged in July 2006 (Refs. 3/06/9010 
and 3/06/9011). As originally submitted both applications also sought to remove 
planning conditions which limited the depth of extraction to a level above the 
water table prevailing at any time and to revise the restoration scheme to 
incorporate creation of a lake. Over the course of the planning process the 
applicant accepted that increasing the depth of extraction required an application 
for full planning permission (that is to say, it could not be achieved through 
section 73 applications to vary planning conditions). The deepening and revised 
restoration were subsequently withdrawn from the applications and planning 
permission was granted for the time extension and other minor modifications in 
August 2008. These 2008 permissions limited the depth of extraction to 298m 
AOD – leaving a 1.7m tonne reserve available to be worked. The permissions 
were granted subject to identical sets of planning conditions. 

4.3 A planning application (Ref. 3/08/9020) was submitted in December 2008 
seeking permission to deepen mineral working across 26 hectares within the 
existing quarry (i.e. to allow working below the water-table) over a 7 year period. 
Extraction was proposed to be facilitated through the dewatering of the quarry 
and a lake was once again proposed to be created. Due to the environmental 
sensitivity of the area and the complexity of the potential hydrological and 
ecological impacts, this application was withdrawn in December 2018.

4.4 The remaining mineral reserve consented under the 2008 permissions that 
constituted high purity kilnstone was substantially worked-out by 2009, with 
meaningful mineral extraction and all water pumping ceasing in November 2009. 
In the intervening time, the operator kept the 2008 permissions alive through 
tokenistic mineral working and ongoing restoration operations. A large waterbody 
has accumulated in the main quarry void on the eastern side of the site.

4.5 The current approved restoration for the site specified by the 2008 permissions is 
shown across two plans: “Drawing No. 932-12-A - Final Restoration Proposals - 
dated 28 October 1996 (first approved 4-12-1996)” as amended by Drawing 
No.1470-03-A - Hardendale Nab Restoration (dated 26-06-2000). These propose 
a dry restoration for the full site, with rough grassland for agricultural use to the 
west. The final quarry void would consist of a series of stepped faces separated 
by safety benches along the eastern boundary parallel with the high pressure gas 
pipeline. These two plans do not contain any proposals for the land condition of 
the majority of the current quarry void. 

4.6 The approved restoration materials for Shapfell Quarry were mineral wastes 
generated within the quarry or by the lime making process at the lime kilns 
associated with the quarry – i.e. limestone scalpings and wet limestone powder 
slimes. The development scheme set out in the Volume 5 Addendum to the 
Environmental Impact Assessment related to the 2008 permissions states at 
paragraph 5.22 that “approximately 126,000m3 of scalpings and 126,000m3 of 
slimes will be used to progressively restore the quarry.” 

4.7 The 2008 permissions cover different parts of the quarry site. Planning 
permission reference 3/06/9010 related to the 1993 permission which covered a 
25.6ha extension to the eastern and south-eastern sides of the then existing 
quarry. The majority of the eastern area is now covered by the waterbody, while 
the south-eastern area correlates with a substantial proportion of the proposed 
Phase 3 area. Planning permission reference 3/06/9011 related to the 1989 

https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/3/06/9010
https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/3/06/9011
https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/3/08/9020


 

permission which covered a 93.4ha area. This area encompasses the historic 
existing quarry, Hardendale Nab, Sandpot Hole, Nell’s Moss, the quarry 
settlement ponds and the haul road to the works site. This area contains all the 
proposed Phase 1 and 2 restoration areas and the remainder of the Phase 3 
area. 

4.8 The works does not fall within the red line boundary of the 2008 planning 
permissions relating to Shapfell Quarry. However they do have a physical and 
functional linkage. Furthermore; a legal agreement made in 1990 as part of a 
planning permission for a fourth lime kiln at the works (Ref. 3/88/1434), agreed 
that upon permanent cessation of quarrying operations at Shapfell Quarry, that 
the whole works site (including the lime kilns) should also cease operation and 
be removed within 24 months of such cessation. It is considered that works to 
restore this site fall within the wide ambit of quarrying operations.

5.0 PROCEDURAL MATTERS 

5.1 The council adopted a screening opinion in October 2018 in relation to these 
proposals. Having had regard to the characteristics of the proposal, the 
environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be affected by it and the 
characteristics of potential impact and their significance, both singularly and 
cumulatively, it concluded that the proposals did not require an Environment 
Impact Assessment (EIA). 

5.2 The applicant submitted a shadow Habitats Regulations Assessments (HRA) of 
potential effects of the proposals upon the nearby Asby Complex SAC to assist 
the County Council meet its obligations under the Conservation of Habitats and 
Species Regulations 2017. The shadow HRA submitted by the applicant 
concludes that the restoration proposals would not result in any likely significant 
effects on the Asby Complex SAC. The County Council’s Ecological Consultant 
is satisfied that the shadow HRA provides a reasoned assessment and reaches 
sound conclusions. This has been taken into account as part of the HRA 
undertaken and adopted by the County Council on 13 February 2019.

6.0 CONSULTATIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS

6.1 Eden District Council Planning Department: No objection subject to the 
restoration scheme being implemented in the phased manner proposed so as to 
ensure the site is restored in an incremental way over the proposed permission 
timeframe.

6.2 Eden District Council Environmental Health Department: No objections, 
comments or recommendations to either application. 

6.3 Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP) Planning Department Minerals Officer: 
Provide comments in respect of landscape and visual impact, rights of way and 
restoration. Note that at present there are direct views into the quarry from the 
northern end of the road to Oddendale. Considers there is not any need to try to 
restrict views into the restored quarry site, and that it could become an interesting 
feature in the landscape. Comment that the existing soil bunds around the 
eastern and southern edges of the quarry have an unnatural appearance and 
that work is required to regrade and tidy these. Consider that it would be 
beneficial to construct dry-stone walling along these boundaries.  Identifies that 
the scope for improvement of the bunds is probably greatest along the southern 
boundary adjacent to the Coast-to-Coast footpath.  Also identifies that there is 

https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/3/88/1434
the%2520Conservation%2520of%2520Habitats%2520and%2520Species%2520Regulations%25202010
the%2520Conservation%2520of%2520Habitats%2520and%2520Species%2520Regulations%25202010


 

scope to improve the Coast-to-Coast footpath where it crosses quarry land.

6.4 Remark that there appears to be adequate material within the quarry to complete 
a satisfactory restoration scheme.  Perceive that the primary purpose of the 
present scheme appears to be to provide areas for the disposal of waste 
materials from Shapfell works. Trusts that the council will be able to judge 
whether this is necessary for the lengthy time period proposed.

6.5 Welcome the withdrawal of the application proposing deepening of mineral 
extraction of the site as they were concerned that dewatering of the site could 
have adverse impacts on ground and surface water in areas within the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park. 

6.6 Lake District National Park Authority: No objection. Consider that the proposal 
has no significant adverse effects on the special qualities or setting of the Lake 
District National Park.

6.7 Shap Parish Council: Report that they viewed and discussed the revised 
restoration plan at their meeting held on 7th January 2019. State that they are 
aware that concerns have been raised about the materials to be used in the 
restoration, because the previous restoration used material that hardened and 
rendered the land impermeable and land has been left in a very wet condition.  
Seek assurance that better draining materials are used in this work.

6.8 Crosby Ravensworth Parish Council: Support the applications, but comment that 
it felt that the amount of tree planting could be substantially increased.

6.9 Environment Agency: No objection to either application. Comment that the use of 
materials and soils already present on the site (from cut and fill / re-grading) and 
materials generated from the processing of limestone at the Shapfell Works; and 
the proposed retention of the lake in the quarry void (rather than dry filling it); is a 
“better environmental option” to protect the rivers Leith and Lowther and their 
local tributaries (which are fed by springs that are hydrologically connected to the 
groundwater within the quarry void).  Consider that importation of large quantities 
of material from outside the local area, would risk importation of non-native plant 
species into the area which could have affected the Asby Complex SAC and 
surrounding agricultural land. Consider it prudent that a condition be imposed 
that explicitly excludes pumping of water from the quarry void so as to ensure 
there is no derogation of nearby water supplies or the nearby SAC and 
SSSI. Highlight that the site is covered by an Environmental Permit (Ref. 
EPR/BK0787IZ) and therefore restoration works must be carried out in 
accordance with permit conditions. 

6.10 Natural England: No objection to the extended timescale for restoration and 
welcomes the retention of the large waterbody. Consider it appropriate to specify 
ecological enhancement as an after use to facilitate the restoration of the SSSI to 
favourable condition. Therefore they consider semi-natural calcareous grassland 
and flush, native mixed woodland / scrub, ephemeral marsh and shallow 
scrapes, and other features for birds and Great-crested Newt (GCN) are 
appropriate.  Consider that the proposals will avoid adverse effects upon the 
interest features for which the SSSI is notified. Initially requested further and 
revised information in respect of the proposed woodland mix and the aftercare 
management provisions for the calcareous grassland. Report that they are 
satisfied with the revised tree mix and aftercare provisions put forward by the 
applicant. Natural England also:



 

 Agree with the shadow habitats regulations assessment’s conclusion that 
there will be no likely significant effects on the qualifying features of the Asby 
Complex SAC as a result of these proposals.

 State that they do not wish to comment in detail on the soils and reclamation 
issues arising from this proposal and signpost various sources of guidance in 
relation to this. 

 Note that areas of registered common land cover the site and that the 
applicant may have to apply for the erection/retention of fencing on the parts 
of the restored site that coincide with registered common land. 

 Directs the council to follow their standing advice in respect of GCN and that 
a protected species license will be required for works within 250m of their 
breeding ponds.

 Signpost the statutory and policy framework in respect of landscape 
considerations and defers to the expertise of the National Parks’ landscape 
advisors and planners.  

6.11 Cumbria County Council’s (CCC) Ecological Consultant: No objection to either 
application. Reports that they are satisfied with the conclusions of the shadow 
Habitats Regulations Assessment and that they also conclude that the proposals 
will have no adverse effect upon any European protected Natura 2000 sites. 
Notes that a robust population of GCN are present within the settling ponds. 
Satisfied that the population surveillance and mitigation proposals set out within 
the revised GCN Method Statement are appropriate and that in light of these the 
proposals would be likely to pass the three tests required to gain a protected 
species license. Recommends the imposition of planning conditions to ensure 
that ecological monitoring takes place across the restoration period.

6.12 CCC Highway Authority: No objection to either application as the proposals do 
not result in any increase in impact upon the public highway. 

6.13 CCC Lead Local Flood Authority: No objection to either application. Consider the 
proposals would not increase any risk of flooding to the local area.

6.14 CCC Historic Environment Officer: No objection to either application. 

6.15 CCC Countryside Access Team: No comment.

6.16 Cumbria Geo-Conservation: Provided comment on the revised restoration 
scheme. Consider the quarried rock faces to have great intrinsic geological and 
landscape value, providing clear 3D sections through the stratified rock layers. 
Seek reassurance that these faces will not be obscured by bunds or overburden 
and that the proposed woodland planting will not obscure key sight-lines to the 
rock faces. Consider that there is great potential to create a ‘Rock Trail’ with 
geological interpretation around the perimeter of the quarry as much of the land 
is open access and affords good views of the quarry faces.

6.17 Cumbria Wildlife Trust: No response received. 

6.18 Eden Rivers Trust: No response received.

6.19 Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE): No response received.

6.20 Open Spaces Society (OSS): Support the principle of cessation of mineral 
extraction and the appropriate restoration of this site; but initially lodged a holding 
objection raising concerns in respect of the originally proposed tree mix and 



 

provision of fencing on common land. This objection was subsequently removed 
following the provision of a revised tree mix and reduced fencing proposals 
(which indicated that no new fencing is intended to be provided on any areas of 
registered common land). Express disappointment that it is not proposed to 
completely remove the haul road, considering it to constitute an eyesore and 
query its necessity. Advise that the retention of the road may require a section 38 
application to the Secretary of State (SoS) for the lengths that cross the 
Common. As such, request an informative be imposed on any grant of planning 
permission highlighting that any works which occur on common land should not 
be undertaken until the necessary Section 38 Commons Act, 2006 application 
has been agreed by the SoS. 

6.21 Ramblers Association: No response received.

6.22 Penrith Ramblers Group: Accept the substance of these applications but feel that 
the timeframe is excessive. Wish to see the new footpath proposed brought 
forward at an early date and would welcome the opportunity to work with the 
applicant on any footpath work. Note the significance of the fact that the "Works" 
have to be removed within 2 years of the completion of the restoration works, but 
hope that removal of a significant part of the works site could be scheduled 
earlier.

6.23 Health & Safely Executive: No response received.  

6.24 Mineral Valuer: No response received.  

6.25 Essar (North-West Ethylene Pipeline): No response received.

6.26 Cadent Gas Ltd (Gas Transmission Network): No response received.  

6.27 National Grid (Electricity Transmission Network): No response received.  

6.28 The County Councillor for Eden Lakes Electoral Division, Councillor Neil Hughes, 
reports that he has not received any negative representation regarding the 
applications. 

6.29 One representation has been received from a local farming family raising the 
following points for consideration:

a. Restoration Materials and Form: Query whether a historic topsoil mound near 
the quarry entrance could be utilised and in doing so the contours of the land 
be restored to their pre-quarrying state. Request discussion between the 
applicant, graziers and landowners in respect of this.

b. Land Saturation: Perceive that land to the north-west of the quarry void is 
much wetter than it was before quarrying took place and believe this is due to 
historic quarrying below the water table. Query if measures could be 
incorporated into the restoration plan to try and regulate the AOD level to 
help reduce land saturation and whether infilling of the quarry void would help 
alleviate the problem.

c. Livestock Welfare: Raises concerns that the proposed creation of a footpath 
would exacerbate existing issues in this area with inconsiderate dog walkers 
allowing dogs to run freely and cause disturbance to livestock and of 
uncollected dog faeces which can transmit diseases that affect the 



 

health/welfare of sheep. Report that they have received reports that a high 
incidence of lambs grazing on Hardendale Nab have had their carcasses 
condemned due to such diseases and that they have also observed an 
increase in the number of mature breeding sheep that suffer and do not 
thrive or respond to routine medicine treatments.  Therefore request that 
consideration is given to minimise the negative effect this would have on the 
welfare of the livestock grazing that area by fencing off this path from 
Hardendale Nab common. 

d. Health and Safety Concerns: 

i) Consider that a rocky escarpment created on the common as a result of 
past restoration has a crumbling face and drop of 7 – 10 metres and that 
this poses a danger to members of the public walking in that area. Query 
whether this can be made safe. 

ii) Note that whilst the settling ponds at the bottom of Hardendale Nab (by 
Hardendale Road) do not appear to come within the scope of the 
proposed restoration plan, queries whether consideration could be given 
to including them and reducing the depth of water in them during/on 
completion of the proposed restoration works to a metre depth as a 
matter of public safety.

7.0 PLANNING POLICY

7.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that 
planning applications must be determined in accordance with the development 
plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Government policy is a 
material consideration that must be given appropriate weight in the decision 
making process.

7.2 The Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2015-2030 was formally adopted 
on 6 September 2017. The key policies relevant to the determination of this 
planning application are considered to be: 

 Policy SP1 - Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
 Policy SP2 - Provision for Waste
 Policy SP13 - Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation
 Policy SP14 - Economic Benefit
 Policy SP15 - Environmental Assets
 Policy SP16 - Restoration and Aftercare
 Policy SP17 - Section 106 Planning Obligations
 Policy DC1 - Traffic and Transport
 Policy DC2 - General Criteria
 Policy DC3 - Noise
 Policy DC5 - Dust
 Policy DC6 - Cumulative Environmental Impacts
 Policy DC15 - Minerals Safeguarding
 Policy DC16 - Biodiversity and Geodiversity
 Policy DC18 - Landscape and Visual Impact
 Policy DC19 - Flood Risk
 Policy DC20 - The Water Environment
 Policy DC21 - Protection of Soil Resources
 Policy DC22 - Restoration and Aftercare

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/5/part/3/crossheading/development-plan
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/5/contents
http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/planning-environment/policy/minerals_waste/MWLP/home.asp


 

7.3 Some thematic and area based policies of the Eden District Council Local Plan 
2014-2032 (EDCLP) – adopted 11 October 2018, are also of some relevance to 
the consideration of this proposal. Policies of particular relevance to this proposal 
from this development plan document are considered to be:

 Policy DEV1 - General Approach to New Development
 Policy DEV2 - Water Management and Flood Risk 
 Policy DEV3 - Transport, Accessibility and Rights of Way
 Policy ENV1 - Protection and Enhancement of the Natural Environment, 

Biodiversity and Geodiversity 
 Policy ENV2 - Protection and Enhancement of Landscapes and Trees 
 Policy ENV4 - Green Infrastructure Networks
 Policy ENV9 - Other Forms of Pollution 

7.4 Crosby Ravensworth Parish was designated as a Neighbourhood Area on 27 
January 2015. Consequently Crosby Ravensworth Parish Council has the right to 
produce their own neighbourhood plan and/or neighbourhood development 
orders. It is currently understood that Crosby Ravensworth Parish Council are not 
progressing a neighbourhood plan at this moment in time. Neighbourhood Plans 
also form part of the statutory development plan once it has been made (brought 
into legal force) by the local district planning authority. 

7.5 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in a revised form 
in July 2018. The national online Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) suite was 
launched in March 2014 and is continually updated. Both are material 
considerations in the determination of planning applications. The following 
sections and paragraphs of the NPPF are considered to be relevant to the 
determination of this application:

 Section 2 - Achieving sustainable development: Paragraph 8;
 Section 6 - Building a strong, competitive economy: Paragraphs 80 & 82;
 Section 8 - Healthy & safe communities: Paragraphs 91, 92, 95, & 98;
 Section 9 - Promoting Sustainable Transport: Paragraph 109;
 Section 11 - Making effective use of land: Paragraphs 117 & 118;
 Section 14 - Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal 

change: Paragraphs 163 & 165;
 Section 15 - Conserving and enhancing the natural environment: Paragraphs 

170, 172, 175, 177, 178, 179, 180, & 183.
 Section 19 - Facilitating the sustainable use of minerals: Paragraphs 203 & 

204. 

7.6 The National Planning Policy for Waste (NPPW), published on 16 October 2014, 
has also been taken into account.

8.0 PLANNING ASSESSMENT

8.1 In relation to applications made under Section 73 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990 (the Act) to vary or remove planning conditions on an existing 
planning permission; the Act requires the local planning authority to consider only 
the question of the conditions subject to which planning permission should be 
granted. In this case the applicant is seeking to vary the approved restoration 
scheme and the time period for the undertaking of restoration operations. 

8.2 It is noted that the application proposes that no further mineral working would 

v
v
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/policy/
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/364759/141015_National_Planning_Policy_for_Waste.pdf


 

take place at the site as the permitted reserves of high quality industrial grade 
limestone have been exhausted. Should planning permission be granted for 
these applications, then it is considered this should be done so subject to a 
planning condition clearly prohibiting any further mineral working at the site.

8.3 The key planning issues relevant to the consideration of these applications are  
considered to be:

a) Whether the proposed revised restoration scheme is acceptable?

b) Whether the time period sought to achieve the proposed restoration scheme 
is reasonable and acceptable?

8.4 In considering these questions, the environmental impact of the proposals in 
terms of landscape and visual impact, biodiversity, and the water environment 
are key considerations.

Is the proposed revised restoration scheme acceptable?

8.5 The current approved dry restoration scheme would require the controlled 
pumped dewatering of the quarry and would thus take a substantial amount of 
time, energy and revenue to achieve. It would also impact upon species that 
have come to utilise and benefit from the water body that has established on the 
site and would reduce upland water storage capacity (thereby notionally 
increasing flood risk downstream). Furthermore, insufficient materials are present 
on site to achieve the currently approved contours. Therefore materials derived 
from the works site and off-site sources of inert waste materials and soils would 
be required to be imported to the site and thus generate HGV traffic. Given the 
environmental sensitivity of the surrounding area, the importation of inert 
materials and soils of varying physical/chemical properties increases risks of 
harmful invasive and non-native species being transferred to the designated 
SSSI or SAC areas and neighbouring farmland. Consequently it is accepted that 
the current approved purely agricultural restoration scheme and landform is no 
longer practically achievable nor necessarily environmentally preferable.

8.6 Paragraph 204 of the NPPF directs planning policies to ensure that high quality 
restoration takes place. Policy SP16 of the CMWLP seeks restoration proposals 
to help deliver sustainability objectives and to consider the potential for 
biodiversity, geodiversity and landscape enhancement, flood risk mitigation and 
water quality, maintaining agricultural land quality, and securing land stability. 
Policy DC22 of the CMWLP encourages after-uses that conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, increase public access, minimise the impacts of global 
warming and are appropriate for the landscape character of the area. It expands 
that proposals must demonstrate that the restoration is appropriate for the 
landscape character and wildlife interest of the area. It also requires that 
measures to protect, restore and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity 
conservation features are practical, of a high quality appropriate to the area and 
secure their long-term safeguarding and maintenance. 

8.7 The following assessment considers the acceptability of the form and mix of 
proposed restoration and after-use and how it would interrelate to the 
surrounding environment. The effects of physically undertaking the restoration 
are addressed within the consideration of the proposed extended time period. 
This part of the assessment thus looks at the acceptability of the scheme in 
terms of biodiversity, landscape and visual impact, geodiversity, public access, 



 

the water environment, land condition and stability and sustainability principles.

Biodiversity

8.8 The proposed revised restoration scheme would create a diverse mosaic of 
habitats that would enhance the biodiversity value of the site and are thus 
considered to comply in principle with policies SP15 and SP16 in these respects.  
The retention of the waterbody and cliff faces and creation of a gravel island and 
copses would provide features that are appropriate for breeding/roosting by local 
bird populations. The proposed ephemeral marshy/shallow scrape, bare ground 
and gravel islands would provide additional associated features of biodiversity 
interest to the western margins of the waterbody that would encourage a greater 
diversity of wildlife. The proposed woodland planting mix was revised over the 
course of the application to reflect the input of Natural England and the Open 
Spaces Society. The proposed revised mix; which includes sessile oak, alder, 
silver birch, mountain ash, hawthorn, hazel, juniper and blackthorn; is considered 
to provide an appropriate mixture of robust native species that better reflects 
trees and shrubs present on the Asby Fells and includes a number of species 
that generate berries. 

8.9 The proposal to raise ground levels so as to directly connect to existing SSSI 
habitat and extend its key habitat types (calcareous grassland and flushes) would 
be appropriate for the wildlife interest of the area and could compensate for the 
loss of such habitat to historic quarrying operations at the site. Moreover it 
presents a relatively unique opportunity to attempt to create conditions for upland 
alkaline fens by recreating basic flush slope. Alkaline fens consist of a complex 
assemblage of vegetation types (the core of which are varieties of sedge mire) 
where there is tufa formation with a high water table and a calcareous base-rich 
water supply.  A significant proportion of the alkaline fens surviving in the 
European Union are believed to occur in the UK and Sweden. Alkaline fen 
vegetation has declined dramatically in the past century in the UK, and in many 
parts of the country only small fragmentary stands survive. The proposal thus 
resonates with the position set out in the CMWLP that states “it is important to 
restore wildlife habitats that may have declined as a consequence of 
development at the site or within the local area, to strengthen regional and 
functional ecological and green infrastructure networks, and to contribute to UK 
and Cumbria Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) targets”. It is considered that 
direct connectivity – i.e. assimilated land levels at the southern end of the quarry, 
would help increase the chances of this declining habitat prospering. 

8.10 In light of the above I consider that the proposed restoration would deliver net-
gains for biodiversity that are appropriate to the area and would help expand 
current ecological networks. Consequently, from an ecological perspective, the 
proposed restoration is considered to comply with CMWLP policies SP15, SP16, 
DC16 and DC22 and EDCLP policies ENV1 and ENV4.

Landscape and Visual Impact 

8.11 In addition to the landscape components of the CMWLP’s restoration policies 
SP16 and DC22; CMWLP policies SP15 and DC18 and EDCLP policy ENV2 
also apply. All these policies seek to protect, maintain and enhance distinctive 
features that contribute to the character of the counties’ landscapes and places, 
requiring proposals to be compatible with the distinctive characteristics and 
features of Cumbria’s landscapes.  



 

- Landscape Character

8.12 The landscape character of the quarry surrounds is representative of the wider 
moorland and limestone farmland landscapes prevalent in and around the Orton 
fells. The Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and Toolkit (CLCGT) 
[published March 2011] considers the majority of the site to fall within Landscape 
Character Type 12 Sub-type D – “Higher Limestone – Moorland and Commons”. 
This type in this location is characterised by broad, open grazing common with 
heathland, limestone pavement, scars and screes. Other key characteristics are 
woodland plantations and wide views of the Lake District and Howgill Fells. 
Edges of open common and lower fields are bounded by strong limestone walls. 
Such walls, along with exposed rocks and scars form rectilinear and linear 
patterns across the landscape. The south-western corner of the quarry is located 
within CLCGT Character Type 12 Sub-type A – “Higher Limestone – Limestone 
Farmland”. This type in this location is characterised by rolling upland farmland 
with strong field patterns with high stone walls. Land cover is dominated by 
improved or semi-improved pasture, while small broad leaved, coniferous or 
mixed plantations provide variety and interest. In the wider landscape, former 
quarries and large waterbodies are not uncommon.

8.13 The quarry is not within a statutorily designated protected landscape. However 
the quarry is situated in close proximity to such landscapes being adjacent to the 
Yorkshire Dales National Park boundary (as recently extended) and in relative 
close proximity to the Lake District National Park (being approximately 2.3km 
west of its boundary). National Parks have the highest status of protection in 
relation to landscape and scenic beauty. Section 11A(2) of the National Parks 
and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 and section 85 of the Countryside and 
Rights of Way Act 2000 require that ‘in exercising or performing any functions in 
relation to, or so as to affect, land’ in National Parks, local planning authorities 
shall have regard to their statutory purposes. The Environment Act 1995 
establishes the statutory purpose of National Parks as being to conserve and 
enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the area; and to 
promote opportunities for understanding and enjoyment by the public of the 
area’s special qualities. This duty is relevant in considering proposals such as 
this that are situated outside National Park boundaries, but which might have an 
impact on the setting of, and implementation of, the statutory purposes of these 
protected areas. These restoration proposals for Shapfell Quarry have the 
potential to impact upon the setting of, and views from, the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park. The proposal also, to a lesser extent, has some theoretical 
potential to impact views from and the wider setting and significance of the Lake 
District National Park which has recently been incorporated as a Word Heritage 
Site.

8.14 The applicant has submitted a Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) in 
support of the application. The LVIA is considered to provide a comprehensive 
analysis of the existing landscape that the quarry is situated within and of the 
landscape effects of the proposed restoration scheme. I agree with and would 
highlight the LVIA’s observation that perception of the unrestored elements of the 
quarry from the wider landscape is greatly limited beyond a 0.5km buffer of its 
boundary due to the existing landform; and that as such this minimises the 
restoration scheme’s potential to affect the wider landscape. In light of this, and 
the intervening distance and topography, it is clear that the proposals would not 
impact the setting of the Lake District National Park. 

http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/planning-environment/countryside/countryside-landscape/land/LandCharacter.asp
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo6/12-13-14/97
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Geo6/12-13-14/97
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/37/section/85
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/37/section/85


 

8.15 The revised restoration scheme proposals provide for a more varied landscape to 
be delivered than that currently approved which solely seeks to return the land to 
pasture. The relatively visually contained nature of the quarry provides an 
opportunity to introduce some new landscape elements and to draw-upon and 
evolve features in the wider landscape – such as the provision of small native 
woodland groups. I believe the mix, proportion and distribution of landscape 
elements proposed in the revised restoration plan provides a good balance that 
protects and maintains key characteristics (open rough moorland grazing land, 
limestone scars) and enhances distinctive features (retaining large exposed rock-
faces; providing native tree planting) and providing new distinctive yet naturalised 
features of interest (lake and islands). The proposed re-grading of the main void 
would provide more gentle slopes between the existing quarry boundary and the 
waterbody edge than those currently present, providing contours that reflect and 
are more sympathetic to those of Hardendale Nab. The proposed creation of two 
small discrete copses of native woodland would provide an improved green 
infrastructure resource and would be in keeping with the distribution of woodland 
in the landscape. Once the restoration has been established, the topography and 
landcover would be restored to that more characteristic of the surrounding 
landscape. Accordingly I believe the proposed restoration scheme would not 
harm the landscape setting of the Yorkshire Dales National Park. 

8.16 I consider that the revised restoration scheme is compatible with the distinctive 
characteristics and features of the landscape and that it would have a more 
beneficial landscape impact than the currently approved scheme. In light of this 
analysis, I believe that the revised restoration scheme is compliant with CMWLP 
policies SP15 and DC18, EDCLP policy ENV2 and the landscape component of 
CMWLP’s restoration policies SP16 and DC22.

- Visual Impact

8.17 Given the distance between Shapfell Quarry and the Lake District National Park 
and the intervening landform and infrastructure corridors (M6 & A6 Highways, 
Northwest Coast Mainline Railway and National Grid Electricity Pylons); I do not 
believe the proposals will have any significant adverse visual effects on the 
special qualities or setting of the Lake District National Park.

8.18 As a predominantly sub-surface feature, views of the hitherto unrestored 
elements of the quarry are largely confined to its immediate locale, with the 
existing landform and vegetation generally screening it from views over 500m 
from the application site. The hitherto unrestored areas of the quarry are not 
visible from any dwellings. As such visual receptors are limited to users of the 
local highway, public footpath and open access network. 

8.19 In terms of the highway network, close proximity views are limited to the eastern-
most stretch of the unclassified road (U3245) that serves the hamlet of 
Oddendale. This stretch of road is situated approximately 70m to the east of the 
quarry void and coincides with the Yorkshire Dales National Park boundary. 
From here direct and open views of the quarry would remain available, being 
slightly more open at some points as a result of the removal of the perimeter 
bunds. Elsewhere on the highway network, the quarry haul road and a small 
upper quarry face at the site entrance are currently visible from the road network 
around junction 39 of the M6. The reduction of the haul road to 3m width and 
provision of tree planting around the quarry entrance would substantially reduce 
the visual impact of the site from such vantage points. 



 

8.20 Near to medium distance views of the quarry from the public right of way (PRoW) 
network are limited by topography and vegetation with views from most PRoWs 
screened altogether. Direct and open views of the void are limited to sections of 
a public footpath (PRoW no. 319018) located to the northern boundary of the 
quarry as it ascends Iron Hill approximately 0.4 km to the east and a bridleway 
(PRoW no. 319017) running across Iron Hill to Oddendale. Both these viewpoints 
are present within the Yorkshire Dales National Park. The land to the west of the 
bridleway is also open access land. From these routes some of the water body 
and its bare-ground margins would be visible, but the revegetated eastern flank 
of Hardendale Nab and limestone scar elements would be the pre-dominant area 
of focus. As such views of the restored site would be characteristic of the 
surrounding landscape on the whole and would not harm views from the YDNP. 

8.21 Views of the southern parts of the unrestored quarry are currently available from 
a 700m stretch of footpath to the south of the site (PRoW no. 319014) that forms 
part of Wainwright’s coast-to-coast walk. Currently these views are largely 
screened by the vegetated soil bunds present along this southern perimeter at 
present. As restored this would open up medium distance views of the restored 
eastern flank of Hardendale Nab. The proposed planting of the quarry entrance 
area would soften and naturalise views of this area. 

8.22 Whilst introducing some landscape change, it is considered that the proposed 
restoration scheme would have positive visual effects and would represent an 
improvement upon current baseline views and provide greater legibility (visual 
distinctiveness) than views provided for by the current approved restoration 
scheme. Consequently I consider the proposed restoration scheme, once 
established, would have moderate beneficial visual effects. Furthermore, having 
considered the existing permissions, the context and location of the site and the 
surrounding landform, I am of the view that the revised restoration would not 
have any significant adverse visual effects on the scenic beauty of the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park (in terms of how it would be perceived from within the 
national park boundary and in views of the national park from outside the 
boundary). Nor do I believe that it would significantly adversely affect the setting 
of the Yorkshire Dales National Park. 

Geodiversity

8.23 The proposed revised restoration scheme would facilitate the retention of a larger 
amount of exposed rock-faces than the currently approved scheme. 
Reassurance has been provided to Cumbria Geo-Conservation that the north-
western quarry faces in the void would remain, with fill around these being no 
higher than 1m above existing ground level, so that the faces in this area post 
restoration should be at least 7-8m in height. The restoration plan has also been 
adjusted so as to pull away the proposed southern tree planting 10m back from 
the rock faces at the quarry entrance so as to maintain close proximity views of 
these. As such the proposal is considered to constitute an improvement, 
expanding the available geological resource, contributing to geodiversity 
objectives and targets in line with CMWLP policies SSP15 and DC16. The 
applicant has also recently engaged in positive dialogue with Cumbria Geo-
Conservation to discuss providing interpretation about the geology of the area 
and on-site access for geological visits during restoration operations by prior 
written request. A condition is proposed to secure the submission, agreement 
and delivery of a scheme of geological interpretation. 



 

Public Access

8.24 Policy DC22 encourages increasing public access through restoration proposals. 
The land immediately around the existing quarry void is all open access land 
(with the exception of Castle Scar Woodland to the north). Once the site is fully 
restored and aftercare has been completed, the site would fall to become 
unrestricted open access land. 

8.25 The recognition and early provision of improvements to an existing walked route 
along the open access land on Hardendale Nab to the western side of the quarry 
void between two public footpath routes is supported as it would provide an early 
minor enhancement to the ease and quality of public access by providing some 
appropriate surfacing improvements and low-level signposting. For clarity it is not 
proposed to legally dedicate this route as a public right of way; it is merely 
proposed to signpost it on the ground as a suggested route across open access 
land. As means of further clarification the entirety of the suggested route crosses 
common land (it does not skirt the boundary of the common land). Whilst I 
appreciate and am sympathetic to the representees’ concerns about the impact 
of irresponsible dog-walkers upon their livestock, I do not believe that this 
proposal would result in any material increase in the level of dog-walking activity 
in this area. Irrespective of this view, the applicant has undertaken to include 
signage on their initial way marking posts which intersect the public right of way 
network to remind the public to keep dogs on a lead near livestock and pick-up 
dog faeces so as to protect animal welfare. The suggestion that this route be 
fenced-off from the western side of Hardendale Nab common is considered to be 
of negligible value and is not considered to be compatible with the principle of 
restoring to open grazing moorland and would unduly fetter open access. 
Moreover, ultimate jurisdiction over the installation of new permanent fencing on 
common land ultimately lies elsewhere, with applications for such required to be 
made to the Secretary of State under Section 38 of the Commons Act. 

8.26 Existing fencing and walling above cliff-faces to the north-west, north and east of 
the quarry void are proposed to be retained in place in the interest of public 
safety and so as to maintain open uninterrupted views. A new fencing alignment 
is proposed above the area of cliff-face to be retained in Phase 3c in proximity to 
the quarry entrance. A notable amount of existing post-and-wire fencing to the 
south and west of the current quarry extent would be removed so as to not 
constrain open access. Fencing is proposed to be installed around the majority of 
the retained bare ground around the water-body “shoreline” so as to reduce 
disturbance of breeding birds in this area. Natural England and CCC’s Ecological 
Consultant support this provision. 

8.27 The three settling ponds close to the Hardendale Road, referred to by the 
representation as a public safety concern are outside of the red line planning 
application boundary and thus outside of the remit of consideration of this 
planning application. It is noted that the ponds are securely fenced-off and that 
they also harbour a significant population of GCNs. Consequently it does not 
seem necessary nor appropriate for ecological reasons to reduce the depth of 
the ponds.  

8.28 In light of the above, I judge the revised restoration plan to strike a sensible and 
acceptable balance between improving and increasing public access, providing 
for public safety and achieving nature conservation objectives. 



 

Water Environment

8.29 The applicant has submitted a Hydrological Analysis and Flood Risk Assessment 
(HA&FRA) in support of their proposal. This observes that between 2011 and 
2018 the waterbody levels have fluctuated between 304mAOD and circa 
307mAOD, with levels in the summer months remaining consistent (circa. 
305mAOD) year on year. In light of this settled range, the retention of this large 
waterbody is not considered to present a flood risk, with the lowest point of the 
surrounding land outside the void standing at 310mAOD. The HA&FRA 
considers that it is unlikely that any of the proposed restoration works 
surrounding the re-grading and re-vegetating of the existing open quarry pit will 
intrinsically impact upon the water levels in the water body as it currently rests. 
The HA&FRA concludes that the retention of the waterbody would have 
negligible impact on surrounding watercourses. The vegetation of the eastern 
and southern sides of the void would nominally reduce the level of the 
waterbody. Moreover the retention of the waterbody and the proposed landform 
and tree planting in the revised restoration scheme would serve to provide a 
greater level of attenuation and slower release of water than the existing 
approved restoration scheme, thus decreasing flood risk downstream (and 
thereby helping to minimise the impacts of global warming). In terms of surface 
water flood risk, the vast majority of the area remaining to be dry restored would 
drain eastward/southward into the quarry void waterbody, and as such would not 
adversely impact any neighbouring land outside the site boundary.

8.30 Consequently I consider that the proposed restoration scheme would have no 
adverse effects on the water environment and would do much more to reduce 
flood risk than the currently approved restoration scheme. It is therefore 
concluded that it accords with CMWLP policies SP16, DC19, DC20 and DC22.

Land Condition, Soils and Suitability of Restoration Materials

8.31 Policy SP16 seeks restoration schemes, where appropriate, to include 
consideration of the potential for maintaining agricultural land quality. Due to the 
age of the quarry, the pre-quarrying condition of the land is not documented. 
DEFRA’s Agricultural Land Classification Survey classifies land around and in 
the vicinity of the quarry as being Grades 4 (poor quality) and 5 (very poor 
quality), and thus it is considered reasonable to assume that the quarried land 
would have been similarly graded, and that the continuation of restoration of 
rough upland calcareous grassland is appropriate.  

8.32 A material balance report produced by specialist geotechnical, mining and 
environmental consultants has been submitted by the applicant in support of this 
application. This report provides an assessment of the suitability and quantity of 
existing material available on site for re-use in the restoration. It also appraises 
the suitability and volume of additional material required to achieve the desired 
contours. The applicant explains that the large mound of soil materials to the 
west of the quarry entrance referred to in the representation were used as part of 
the earlier phases of restoration and this was agreed with the council and 
statutory consultees. As the restoration and aftercare of this land were completed 
over a decade ago and the land returned to the land-owner as common land. 
This area is now an established part of the landscape and wider ecological 
habitat, and it is not considered appropriate or necessary to disturb this in an 
attempt to recover further soil resource. 

8.33 It is noted that concerns have been raised in the representation, and reported by 



 

Shap Parish Council, that previously historically restored land to the north-
western side of the current quarry void (on Hardendale Nab) are considered to 
be unduly impermeable / saturated compared to its previous pre-quarrying state. 
The applicant and council are aware that concerns have been raised in the past 
(primarily between 1999 and 2008) that the restoration of Hardendale Nab has 
lessened the absorption capacity of the land here and led to increased rates of 
surface-water run-off in this area. This has been investigated in the past and no 
evidence uncovered to substantiate that this is the case. Despite this, the 
applicant undertook additional drainage/water management works on the land 
(including installation of a ring-drain). This land was released from aftercare by 
the council in 2004 and has been returned to the landowner. 

8.34 The representation contends that the land saturation is a consequence of historic 
quarrying below the water table and queries whether infilling the void would solve 
the problem, while Shap Parish Council’s response cites the restoration materials 
used as to be the reason for this. Any historic working below the water-table 
would have involved the pumping out of water from the void into watercourses 
and likely caused subsequent draw down of surrounding groundwater resources. 
As such this would not have contributed to land-saturation. Furthermore, given 
the relative difference in levels between the restored area of Hardendale nab 
(which sits above 350m AOD) and the quarry void waterbody (which ranges from 
304mAOD to circa 307mAOD), there is not considered to be a causal 
relationship between the waterbody level and the condition of the land on 
Hardendale nab. The applicant expands that the regional water table under 
Hardendale Nab is up to 24m lower than 350m AOD and that this is confirmed by 
the existing boreholes in the area.  Therefore any land saturation in that area 
(when it occurs) is a result of rainfall events, local perched water tables, and local 
run-off conditions.  Filling in the void at the north -east corner of the quarry bowl 
would not help alleviate any perceived problem.  It would simply lead to greater 
variances in the seasonal changes of the water level in the quarry bowl (i.e. less 
water therefore evaporation and recharge would mathematically be more 
pronounced), and potentially have the effect of reducing the water available to 
the groundwater in the land to the east. In short, infilling the void would not assist 
with the drainage of land on Hardendale Nab.

8.35 The applicant highlights that the use of the restoration materials proposed has 
been informed by their consultant team, which includes experts in geotechnical 
and hydrological matters. They stress that where slimes (which have a relatively 
high clay content) are used that suitably constructed limestone chippings 
drainage layers will be interspersed between these to improve the drainage 
capacity of this material. They also highlight that at least a 1m layer of chippings 
are provided nearer the upper surface so as to ensure good drainage. The 
applicant sets out that the ongoing restoration process will continue to be guided 
by geotechnical and hydrological advice and subject to annual monitoring visits 
by the council so as to ensure that the land is able to absorb rainwater 
adequately. Notwithstanding the above, it is important to note that the vast 
majority of the area remaining to be dry restored would drain eastward/southward 
into the quarry void waterbody. The Environment Agency are satisfied that the 
restoration materials proposed are compatible with this limestone environment. 
As such I am satisfied that the restoration materials proposed are appropriate 
and can be utilised to promote satisfactory drainage. As previously discussed, 
the importation of soils or other alternative inert waste materials for restoration 
would increase the risk of adverse impact upon surrounding agricultural land and 
protected habitats. It would also potentially be more disruptive – generating direct 



 

HGV movements on the local highway network.

8.36 The submitted restoration and aftercare management plan specifies appropriate 
depths of soils for the afteruses proposed; arrangements to aerate soils and 
avoid compaction during restoration and adherence to appropriate guidelines. 
Consequently the proposal is considered to protect and effectively use available 
soil resources. 

Stability

8.37 Policies SP16 and DC22 of the CMWLP require restoration schemes to 
demonstrate that they secure land stability. The development of the restoration 
scheme has taken into account geotechnical considerations and a stability 
assessment report of the proposals has been submitted in support of the 
application. I am satisfied that this report includes sufficient detail in respect of 
site geology, hydrology and history (from a mixture of desk-based sources and 
site inspection and intrusive investigation) and provides an adequate assessment 
of land instability risks (materials, depths, slope profiles, quarry faces) prepared 
by an appropriately qualified person. As such I consider that it complies with the 
PPG in respect of stability assessment. From the report it is clear that the slope 
gradients proposed take into account the restoration materials. The report 
concludes that the restoration proposals would thus increase the factor of safety 
compared to the current condition of the site and would not create any 
unacceptable level of risk of land instability. Accordingly I find the proposal to 
comply with policies SP16 and DC22 and the NPPF in respect of land stability 
consideration.

8.38 The concerns raised by the representation in respect of a dangerous crumbling 
limestone scar feature within Hardendale Nab is understood to refer to the 
escarpment at the western extremity of the old quarry boundary, some 200m 
north of the settlement ponds.  The applicant reports that the escarpment itself is 
a natural pre-existing cliff face (rather than a product of quarrying operations) 
which was deliberately retained as a landscape feature in agreement with the 
council and other statutory consultees as part of the restoration process. This 
area was restored in the late 1990s and released from aftercare in 2004 and 
subsequently returned to the landowner/common land.  In light of the above, the 
applicant does not consider it appropriate or practical to undertake any works to 
the escarpment in question. It is recognised that a number of limestone 
escarpments are present on common and open access land in this locale and 
are thus a prevalent natural feature that walkers of the area are aware of and do 
not constitute alien features or risks in this landscape. As the restoration of this 
land was completed and signed-off over fifteen years ago and is no longer under 
the control of the applicant, it is not within the remit of this application to seek 
remedy to any perceived safety issue. 

Sustainability

8.39 Approximately 37% (77,511m3) of the materials required to achieve the revised 
restoration scheme are already present within and around the quarry (comprising 
areas of cut and perimeter soil bunds). Approximately 130,000m3 of material is 
required to be imported to achieve the proposed contours. The use of slimes and 
chippings from the works site reduces the potential carbon footprint of infill 
materials for restoration and of these materials in themselves – as the former 
would otherwise have to be disposed of at a waste site and the latter is otherwise 
sold as agri-lime (for agricultural soil conditioning).  As such the revised 



 

restoration scheme minimises as far as is practicable the road miles and energy 
demand involved in realising the restoration of this site. The retention of the 
waterbody and provision of woodland also fulfil a role in helping to mitigate and 
adapt for climate change. In light of these considerations I consider the revised 
restoration is in compliance with CMWLP policies SP13 and DC1 and the 
sustainability objectives of the NPPF. 

8.40 In sum, the proposed revised restoration scheme is considered to be acceptable 
and to represent a significant improvement upon the currently approved 
restoration scheme.

Is the time period sought to achieve the proposed restoration scheme 
reasonable and acceptable?

8.41 Both the CMWLP and NPPF express an imperative that all mineral workings are 
restored at the earliest opportunity and that any such restoration is to a high 
environmental standard. As a contextual point, it should be noted that it is not 
uncommon for hard-rock quarries to factor in a number of years following the 
completion of mineral working for restoration operations to be undertaken if 
constraints prohibit extensive progressive restoration. 

8.42 At first glance the proposed additional 18 year timescale for the undertaking of 
restoration operations appears unconventionally long in duration. However, the 
phasing plan proposes that the majority (25.5ha of 35ha – i.e. 72%) of the 
currently disturbed/unrestored dry areas of the site would be restored within 6 
years (i.e. by 2024). That would leave approximately 4ha of void and 5.5ha of 
ancillary land and infrastructure that comprise Phase 3c to be restored over the 
remaining 12 year period. This 12 year timescale for Phase 3c is dictated by the 
proposed restoration levels in the south-western upper void area and the rate of 
arisings of the proposed restoration materials (i.e. the slimes from the works 
site). 

8.43 Phase 3c contains the lowest point in the upper southern void with a sinking/pit 
being present there that extends down to 317m AOD. It is proposed to raise land-
levels in this area to 328-329m AOD so as to tie it into the existing land-levels of 
the quarry entrance area and the restored phase 3a and 3b areas (which in turn 
have been raised so as to tie them into the ground levels of the neighbouring 
land which has SAC and SSSI status). It is considered that the proposed levels 
would provide connectivity with this existing designated habitat, promoting the 
successful establishment of similar vegetation and providing for a cohesive 
habitat. As such the proposed levels would contribute to ensuring a high 
environmental standard of restoration.

8.44 There are insufficient materials available on site to restore both the eastern flank 
of Hardendale Nab and the southern-upper void area to the proposed contours. 
In line with the Environment Agency’s comments, and as previously discussed at 
paragraph 8.5, the importation of soils and other inert waste materials of varying 
physical-chemical properties is not considered desirable in this location given the 
environmental sensitivity of the surrounding area. The continued use of slimes 
and limestone chippings from the works site provides materials that are 
compatible with the existing physical and chemical properties of this limestone 
environment. 

8.45 The amount of slimes generated by the works site is correlated to the volume of 
limestone purchased for use in the limekilns and the cleanliness of the imported 



 

stone. Thus the amount of slimes available for use in restoration are effectively 
driven by demand for lime from the kilns. The applicant has calculated that over 
the last two years slime arisings have stood at circa 8,500m3 per annum. The 
timescales for restoration of the Phase 3 area thus reflect these volumes (and 
takes into account that such an annual volume will lose water in-situ and result in 
a consolidated volume of circa 7,200m3). The applicant firmly expects that future 
arisings/demand will continue in line with the existing position. It is considered 
reasonable and robust to use this two year average as a basis for calculating the 
amount of slimes available for restoration purposes, and therefore the timescales 
for completion of the restoration area. Should demand for lime from the kilns 
increase, then this could speed-up the generation of slimes. Such a scenario 
would not preclude completion of restoration at an earlier point in time than 2036. 
So while it may be that restoration works may not take all 18-years, Officers 
consider a degree of flexibility is necessary so as to provide certainty and to 
negate the need for any further formal requests for extension to the time-period 
in which the quarry is to be restored.

8.46 In light of the above, I consider that the extended time-period sought to achieve 
the restoration of the full site is reasonable and justified. I thus find the time 
period to be acceptable in principle provided the extended duration of restoration 
operations does not give rise to any unacceptable effects on local amenity or the 
environment. 

Local Amenity: Dust, Noise and Vibration 

8.47 The applicant has submitted updated management plans in respect of air quality 
(dust) and noise and vibration in support of these applications. Given the 
distance of restoration operations from the nearest residential receptors; the 
relative ground levels of restoration works to public vantage points; the 
diminishing footprint of potential impact over time; the mitigation measures set-
out in these management plans; and the planning conditions proposed; I am 
satisfied that the extended time period for the carrying out of restoration 
operations would not adversely impact upon the amenity of the nearest dwellings 
or users of nearby public rights of way, open access land or highways. 
Accordingly I consider the proposals to comply with CMWLP policies DC2, DC3, 
DC5 and DC6 and EDCLP policy ENV9.

Local Amenity: Landscape and Visual Impact

8.48 The proposal would also extend the time period of landscape and visual impact 
associated with the unrestored elements of the site. It is proposed that 
restoration will progress from north to south and east to west concurrently. It is 
considered that the proposed phasing of restoration operations would serve to 
promptly reduce the unrestored elements that have the greatest landscape 
impact and are the most widely visible – i.e. the eastern flank of Hardendale Nab 
and the eastern area of the southern upper-void. Consequently, by 2024 the 
landscape and visual impact would be primarily limited to the unrestored Phase 
3c area. The remaining area of quarry void within Phase 3c is small – circa 4ha 
and would largely be visually contained by landform from the majority of nearby 
and middle distance public vantage points. The landscape impact of the 
extended period of restoration of this area would be negligible. The reduction of 
the internal haul road to 6m width would also reduce the visual impact of its 
presence over the restoration period. 

8.49 Beneficial landscape and visual effects will accrue soon after the completion of 



 

each phase of restoration and the majority of the quarry would be restored within 
approximately 6 years. I am satisfied that the proposed restoration phasing 
promptly reduces the key elements of landscape and visual impact; and that the 
area of extended operation (i.e. Phase 3c) would have a negligible visual and 
landscape impact. The proposal is thus considered to comply with CMWLP policy 
DC18.

Protection of the Environment

8.50 Natural England and the County Council’s Ecological consultant are satisfied that 
the restoration operations would not adversely impact on existing European or 
nationally designated habitats. Subject to the implementation of the submitted 
Great Crested Newt (GCN) Mitigation Strategy, the County Council’s Ecological 
consultant is satisfied that restoration operations would not harm any protected 
species. The submitted Drainage Management Plan specifies appropriate and 
robust measures to prevent pollution of the water environment and other 
potentially adverse impacts, including change to flow volume, water levels and 
water quality during restoration operations. I am also satisfied that appropriate 
methodologies for handling and maximising the value of the sites soil resource 
have been proposed within the restoration and aftercare plan. Consequently I 
consider that the extended period of restoration operations would not adversely 
impact upon the natural environment and would therefore comply with CMWLP 
policies SP15, DC16, DC20 and DC21 and EDCLP policies ENV1 and ENV9.

8.51 In light of the above analysis, I am satisfied that the extended duration of 
restoration operations would not give rise to any unacceptable effects on local 
amenity or the environment. In reaching this view the prompt restoration of the 
vast majority of the site by 2024 is considered to substantially reduce the 
footprint/impact of restoration operations beyond this point. It is recognised that 
the additional twelve years requested beyond 2024 to undertake and complete 
the restoration of Phase 3c is dictated/affected/influenced by the 
production/availability of slimes for restoration and the intention to provide 
connectivity with protected habitat to the south of the site. Furthermore it is 
considered that the slimes are an appropriate inert restoration material which 
minimise risk to surrounding habitat. As such I consider the timescale for 
restoration of the southern Phase 3 area to be reasonable and proportionate in 
the circumstances.

Other Material Planning Considerations

Aftercare

8.52 The proposed aftercare provisions have been fine-tuned over the course of the 
planning process to reflect feedback from the council and Natural England.  The 
provisions set out in the revised restoration and aftercare management plan 
combined with the planning conditions proposed are considered to secure the 
best practicable measures and necessary flexibility to achieve the successful 
establishment of the habitats proposed. Consequently the council is satisfied that 
the applications provide for a high quality of aftercare and comply with CMWLP 
policy DC22.

Economic Effects

8.53 Policy SP14 of the CMWLP requires proposed time extensions to demonstrate 
how they would realise their potential to provide economic benefit. This policy 



 

stipulates that this may include such matters as the number of jobs directly or 
indirectly created or safeguarded and the support that proposals give to other 
industries and developments. The applicant has submitted an Economic Contribution 
report which examines the economic impact associated with the Shapfell Works and 
Quarry site. This reports that the overall site directly supports 57 full time equivalent 
(fte) jobs and supports 19 fte jobs in its supply chain. Furthermore it emphasizes the 
sites prominent role in the UK steel industry – with the site being the primary supplier 
of industrial lime to the Neath Port Talbot steel works. As such I am satisfied that it 
has been demonstrated that the site generates significant local and national 
economic benefits. The quarry restoration operations would directly create 1.5 fte 
jobs and indirectly support the continued operation of the works site.

Highways Considerations

8.54 Policy DC1 of the CMWLP seeks proposals to minimise operation mineral and 
waste road miles where practicable. The restoration proposals would not directly 
generate any HGV movements along the highway network; with all new 
restoration materials (slimes and chippings) being transported from the works 
site to the quarry via the dedicated private haul road. The continued use of 
slimes and chippings from the works site in quarry restoration means the slimes 
would not need to be exported from the works site onto the highway network 
while the amount of chippings exported onto the highway network would be 
reduced. Although it is acknowledged that the proposals are dependent on the 
processed limestone feedstock wastes from the works site; the continued 
existence and operation of which involves the import of limestone and export of 
lime products. As such the proposals would indirectly sustain the current pattern 
of highway movements to and from the works site. These movements to this 
existing functionally linked site fall outside the scope of these applications. 
Moreover, the planning system cannot control the number of vehicles accessing 
a site. The Highway Authority has no objection to either application as the 
proposals do not result in any increase in impact upon the public highway.

Legal Agreements

8.55 Planning obligations can be renegotiated at any point, where the local planning 
authority and developer wish to do so. The applicant proposes to replace the 
Section 33 legal agreement made under the 1982 Local Government Act in 
March 1990 as part of the planning permission for the fourth lime kiln at the 
works site (Ref. 3/88/1434) with a Section 106 agreement under the 1990 Town 
and Country Planning Act. It is noted that the section 33 agreement was 
made/signed prior to the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act coming into 
effect. 

8.56 The main provision of the Section 33 Agreement is a requirement that “before the 
end of the period of 24 months from the date when in the opinion of the Council 
quarrying operations at Hardendale Quarry Shap in the County of Cumbria have 
permanently ceased, all buildings, plant, machinery, structures and erections, 
including foundations, hardstandings and road, shall be removed from the 
property [the works site] and the property shall be restored in accordance with a 
scheme to be submitted and agreed with the Council”. It also secured the 
sheeting of all vehicles transporting limestone and limestone products from the 
works site (to protect the highway and local amenity). It is considered that works 
to restore this site fall within the wide ambit of quarrying operations.

8.57 The applicant wishes to replace the section 33 legal agreement to provide 

https://planning.cumbria.gov.uk/Planning/Display/3/88/1434


 

greater certainty in respect of the life of the works site, clearly relating it to the 
proposed restoration timescales of these planning applications. The proposed 
replacement legal agreement would require a restoration plan for the works site 
to be submitted before the end of 2036 (or a later date otherwise agreed) and the 
completion of the sites’ restoration within two years of this. They also seek to 
replace the existing agreement in order to provide greater clarity and precision in 
relation to the restoration plan approval process and dispute resolution and so as 
to frame the undertaking in the context of the more relevant 1990 Town and 
Country Planning Act.

8.58 The applicant also proposes to introduce a requirement into the replacement 
legal agreement for them to undertake some interim demolition and landscaping 
works. This proposal stems from the fact that these planning applications 
propose to cease extracting limestone from this quarry, and that this means that 
there are a number of buildings associated with the processing of raw mineral on 
the functionally linked Shapfell works site that are no longer required. The 
applicant proposes to remove these redundant buildings by 2022 and implement 
a number of phased landscaping improvements and some restoration works by 
2025. 

8.59 Policy SP17 of the CMWLP sets out that where it is not possible to achieve the 
necessary control or outcome through the use of planning conditions, the County 
Council will require appropriate mitigation to be secured through a Section 106 
planning obligation. The red line area for these planning applications do not 
cover the works site. In the event the quarry and the works sites became 
divorced, a condition on these quarry permissions is not considered sufficient to 
secure the restoration of the related works site. 

8.60 Article 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 and 
paragraph 56 of the NPPF state that a planning obligation under Section 106 of 
the Town & Country Planning Act may only constitute a reason for granting 
planning permission if the obligation is— 

(a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;
(b) directly related to the development; and
(c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

8.61 The original 1959 permission for Shapfell Quarry included the provision of 
mineral processing infrastructure on the works site. The removal of redundant 
raw mineral processing buildings and infrastructure is considered necessary in 
light of these Section 73 proposals to cease extracting mineral from Shapfell 
quarry. These interim measures are directly related to the application proposals 
and are also considered to be fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind. 

8.62 Similarly, the removal of the full works site, which was permitted in this open 
countryside location because of its relationship to the quarry, following the 
completion of restoration operations is also considered necessary. The removal 
of the works site would serve a clear planning purpose being of benefit to the 
environment and the visual quality of the area.

8.63 In summary, it is considered that the replacement of the legal agreement serves 
a clear planning purpose and is beneficial as it re-affirms the link between the 
quarry and works site; provides greater certainty in respect of the timescales for 
the eventual removal of the full works site; provides a clearer framework for 
agreement of the sites final restoration and secures a phased approach which 



 

brings forward the early removal of buildings and landscaping of parts of the 
works site. 

9.0 CONCLUSION

9.1 There are insufficient materials available on site to achieve the existing approved 
dry restoration scheme and the removal of the water body in itself could result in 
negative environmental effects. The revised restoration scheme would create a 
range of different habitats and thus would help deliver notable biodiversity gains. 
It is recognised that raising land-levels in the upper southern quarry void to tie 
into neighbouring land is key to this as it would provide direct connectivity with 
existing habitat that is designated as SSSI and SAC. Furthermore the revised 
restoration proposals also provides for attenuation of water to minimise flood risk 
downstream, appreciation of geodiversity and public access. I am also satisfied 
that the proposals are not incompatible with the landscape character of the area. 
Consequently I believe that the applications provide an appropriate and 
deliverable enhanced restoration scheme that represents a substantial 
improvement upon the currently approved scheme.

9.2 Whilst the proposed timescales for completing the restoration of the site initially 
appear unduly long; it is recognised that the proposed phased approach would 
mean that 72% of the currently disturbed dry areas of the site would be restored 
relatively promptly (i.e. by 2024) and that this would have  positive effects on 
biodiversity, the landscape and visual amenity. The dependence on the arisings 
of limestone slimes for the restoration of the phase 3 area is noted. I am satisfied 
that the anticipated rate of arisings has been appropriately justified by the 
applicant. Given the environmental sensitivity of the surrounding area, the slimes 
represent a preferable restoration material that is chemically consistent and 
compatible with this limestone geology. Furthermore, the re-use of this material 
has some positive sustainability implications (in terms of the distance of their 
movement from works to quarry and the fact that these materials may otherwise 
have to be exported further afield).  Accordingly the need for a further 12 years 
beyond 2024 (i.e. to 2036) to complete the restoration of Phase 3c is considered 
reasonable and proportionate given the site context and circumstances.

9.3 In summary, I am satisfied  that the proposals are in accordance with the 
development plan, there are no material considerations that indicate the decision 
should be made otherwise and with the planning conditions proposed, any 
potential harm would reasonably by mitigated. It is therefore recommended that, 
subject to completion of a Section 106 Legal Agreement, these planning 
applications be granted subject to conditions set out in appendix 1. 

Human Rights

9.4 The proposal will have a limited impact on the visual, residential and 
environmental amenity of the area.  Any impacts on the rights of local property 
owners to a peaceful enjoyment of their possessions (Article 8 and Article 1 of 
Protocol 1 of the Human Rights Act 1998) are minimal and proportionate to the 
wider social and economic interests of the community.

Angela Jones
Acting Executive Director for Economy and Infrastructure

Contact: Mr Edward Page
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Appendix 1
Ref Nos. 3/18/9004 & 3/18/9005

Development Control and Regulation Committee – 22 February 2019

Appendix 1 - PROPOSED PLANNING CONDITIONS

Time Limit for Implementation of Permission
1. This permission shall be for a limited period only expiring on 31 December 2036, 

by which date all buildings, plant and machinery, including foundations and hard 
standings shall have been removed from the site, and the site shall have been 
restored in accordance with the approved scheme.

Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as 
amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004.

Approved Scheme

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out, except where modified 
by the conditions to this permission, in accordance with the following: 

a. Planning Statement Rev.01 – dated February 2019;
b. Restoration Plan – Drawing No. 661739_04_02 - Rev.06;
c. Phasing Plan – Drawing No. 661739_04_05 - Rev.05;
d. Landscape Restoration Sections – Drawing No. 661739\04\08 - Rev.01;
e. Air Quality Management Plan – dated November 2018;
f. Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan – dated November 2018;
g. Drainage Management Plan – Document Reference No. 881258-R2(02) – 

dated November 2018 (in particular Section 7: Construction  Drainage 
Plan);

h. Great Crested Newt Method Statement – Rev.02 – dated February 2019;
i. Stability Assessment – dated 22 November 2018;
j. Transport Statement – Document Reference No: 065787-CUR-00-XX-RP-

TP-001 - V02 – dated 29 November 2018;
k. Water Monitoring Plan - dated 29 January 2019;
l. Restoration and Aftercare Management Plan – Document Reference No: 

RSK/M/P661739/04/04/01 (Rev01) – dated 4 February 2019;
m. Restoration Material Balance Report – dated 22 November 2018;
n. Biodiversity Monitoring Strategy – Rev.02 – dated November 2018;
o. Topographical Survey dated 22 February 2018;
p. The details or schemes approved in accordance with the conditions attached 

to this permission. 

Reason: To ensure the development is carried out to an approved appropriate 
standard and to avoid confusion as to what comprises the approved 
scheme.

Availability of Permission and Approved Scheme
3. A copy of this permission including the approved scheme documents shall 

always be available on site for inspection during normal working hours when 
undertaking restoration operations. Their existence and content shall be made 
known to all operatives likely to be affected by matters covered by them. 

Reason: To ensure operatives are conversant with the approved scheme and are 



 

aware of the requirements of the planning permission.

Submission of Further Information

Scheme for Geological Interpretation
4. Within 18 months of the date of this permission, a Geological Interpretation 

scheme shall be submitted to the Mineral Planning Authority for approval in 
writing. The scheme shall provide for at least two interpretation board panels 
offering discussion on the history and geology of the quarry and shall include 
details of:
a. The design and content of the interpretation panel boards;
b. How the interpretation panel boards will be mounted and the design detail 

(size and material specification) of the structures they will be mounted on;
c. The siting of the boards; 
d. Timeframes for the provision of the boards;
e. Provision to provide access to quarry faces in the working void to geologists 

by prior arrangement during the restoration and aftercare period.

Once approved, the scheme shall be implemented in full in accordance with the 
approved details.

Reason: To provide interpretation of the geodiveristy (i.e. range of rocks, minerals, 
fossils, soils and landforms) of the area in order to enhance the 
understanding and enjoyment of the environment in accordance with 
CMWLP Policy DC22. 

Operational Restrictions

Prohibition of Mineral Working
5. No mineral working shall take place on site.

Reason: The application proposes to extract no further mineral and to restrict 
operations to restoration works only. Consequently the application has 
been assessed and found to be acceptable upon that basis. In the 
interest of amenity and nature conservation in accordance with Cumbria 
Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2015-2030 (CMWLP) policies SP15, 
DC2, DC16, DC18, DC20 and DC22.

Removal of Permitted Development Rights for Minerals Development
6. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning General 

Permitted Development Order 2015 (or any other order revoking and re-enacting 
that order), planning permission shall be sought and obtained from the Mineral 
Planning Authority, before any buildings, structures, or erections, plant or 
machinery (other than those permitted by this permission) are erected on the 
site or on any ancillary mining land.

Reason: The application proposes to extract no further mineral and to restrict 
operations to restoration works only. Consequently the application has 
been assessed and found to be acceptable upon that basis. In the 
interest of amenity and nature conservation in accordance with CMWLP 
policies SP15, DC2, DC16, DC18, DC20 and DC22.



 

Restoration Landform and Afteruse
7. The site shall be restored to the landform contours shown on the Restoration 

Plan – Drawing No. 661739_04_02 - Rev.06 and made suitable for the 
agricultural and amenity (nature conservation) after-uses shown on this drawing 
and specified within the Restoration and Aftercare Management Plan – 
Document Reference No: RSK/M/P661739/04/04/01 (Rev01) – dated 4 
February 2019.
In doing so restoration materials shall be placed and graded as to ensure that 
the site can be adequately drained and will; after replacement of soils; and after 
settlement; conform with the approved scheme.

Reason: To secure the proper restoration of the site.

Protection of the Terrestrial Environment and Local Amenity

Restoration Materials
8. No materials other than the restoration materials specified in section 2 of 

Restoration Material Balance Report – dated 22 November 2018 shall be used 
in the restoration of the site. 

 Reasons: To ensure that no waste materials that could adversely affect protected 
habitats and the ecological nature conservation value of the site are 
brought onto the site so as to safeguard the environment in accordance 
with CMWLP Policies SP15 and Sp16. To safeguard local residential 
amenity in accordance with CMWLP Policies DC1 and DC2. 

Hours of Operation
9. No operations hereby permitted, shall take place on site outside the hours: 

07:00 to 17:00 hours Mondays to Fridays
07:00 to 13:00 hours on Saturdays

No operations shall take place on Sundays or on Bank or Public Holidays. 
This condition shall not, however, operate so as to prevent the carrying out, 
outside these hours, of essential maintenance to plant and machinery used on 
site. 

Reason: To ensure that no operations hereby permitted take place outside normal 
working hours which would lead to an unacceptable impact upon the 
amenity of local residents and nearby properties, in accordance with 
CMWLP policies DC2 and DC3.

Access and Traffic
10. All vehicular access to the site shall be from the Shapfell Works via the existing 

private haul road. 

Reason: To avoid vehicles entering or leaving the site by an unsatisfactory route 
and to ensure the proposals do not have unacceptable impacts on 
highway safety and fabric, the convenience of other road users, and on 
community amenity in accordance CMWLP policy DC1. 

Control of Noise: Plant and Machinery



 

11. All plant, machinery and vehicles used on site shall be effectively silenced in so 
far as is practicable and shall be maintained in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s specification at all times. 

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of local residents by ensuring that the noise 
generated is minimised and does not constitute a nuisance outside the 
boundaries of the site, in accordance with CMWLP policies DC2 and 
DC3.

Noise Limit
12. Except for the temporary operations referred to in condition 13 below, the 

equivalent continuous noise level of restoration operations shall not exceed 
50dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free field) as measured at any noise sensitive properties 
adjoining the site.   

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of local residents and nearby properties in 
accordance with CMWLP policies DC2 and DC3.

Noise Limit for Temporary Operations
13. For the temporary operations listed below, the Equivalent Continuous Noise 

level shall not exceed 70dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free field) as measured at any 
noise sensitive properties adjoining the site. 
a. the excavation of topsoil, subsoil and other overburden that is bunded or 

mounded around the perimeter of the quarry void;
b. creation of any intermediary stacks or bunds for the storage of soils or 

overburden;
c. the removal/restoration of the haul road;
d. restoration operations within 50m of the existing boundary fencing and walls 

shown on the Topographical Survey dated 22 February 2018.

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of local residents and nearby properties in 
accordance with CMWLP policies DC2 and DC3.

Noise Monitoring
14. Noise monitoring shall be undertaken by the operator at the discretion and 

instruction of the Mineral Planning Authority. Instruction shall take the form of a 
written request for noise monitoring to be undertaken within a specified 
timeframe. 
Any such noise monitoring shall be carried out in accordance with the monitoring 
regime set-out in Section 8 of Construction Noise and Vibration Management 
Plan – dated November 2018 and with measurements being taken at a point at 
least 3.5m in front of the facade of any noise sensitive property facing the quarry 
restoration operations. Any measurements taken to check compliance shall have 
regard to the effects of extraneous noise and shall be corrected for any such 
effects.
For the purpose of this condition, and conditions 12 and 13 above, a ‘noise 
sensitive property’ means any building associated with Hardendale and 
Oddendale used, before 22 February 2019, as a dwelling or for any other 
purpose where the occupants are likely to be adversely affected by operational 
noise levels.

Reason: To enable the Mineral Planning Authority to ensure compliance with the 



 

above noise limits in the event that a noise complaint that is considered to 
warrant further investigation is received. To safeguard the amenity of 
local residents and nearby properties in accordance with CMWLP policies 
DC2 and DC3.

Control of Dust
15. The operator shall maintain on site at all times a water bowser or other dust 

suppression system and during periods of dry weather shall spray the haul 
roads, working areas, plant area and stockpiling areas with water to satisfactorily 
suppress dust in order that it does not constitute a nuisance outside the site. 

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of local residents by ensuring that dust does not 
constitute a nuisance outside the boundaries of the site, in accordance 
with CMWLP policies DC2 and DC5. 

Artificial Light
16. Any artificial lighting units shall be so sited and shielded as to be incapable of 

direct sight from any residential property outside the site. 

Reason: To safeguard local amenity and nature conservation interests in 
accordance with CMWLP policies SP15, DC2, DC16 and DC18.

Protection of the Water Environment

Prohibition of Pumping of Water from the Quarry Void
17. No pumping of water from the waterbody in the quarry void shall take place 

without the prior written consent of the Mineral Planning Authority. 

Reason: To safeguard local watercourses (and associated habitats and species) 
and drainages; avoid the pollution of any watercourse or groundwater; 
and minimise flood risk in accordance with CMWLP policies SP15, SP16, 
DC16, DC19 and DC20.

Water Monitoring
18. Water monitoring shall be undertaken for the duration of the consent, in 

accordance with the approved Water Monitoring Plan dated 29 January 2019.  

Reason: In order to monitor water levels so as to safeguard the water environment 
and its associated ecology and minimise flood risk in accordance with 
CMWLP policies SP15, DC19 and DC20.

Safeguarding of Watercourses and Drainage
19. Throughout the period of restoration and aftercare, the developer shall protect 

and support any ditch, watercourse or culvert passing through the permission 
area, or satisfactorily divert it and shall not impair the flow or render less 
effective drainage onto and from land adjoining. 

Reason: To safeguard local watercourses and drainages, avoid the pollution of any 
watercourse or groundwater and minimise flood risk in accordance with 
CMWLP policies SP15, DC19 and DC20.

Water Collection, Treatment and Disposal



 

20. Satisfactory provision shall be made for the collection, treatment and disposal of 
all water entering or arising on the site, including an increased flow from the 
land, to ensure that there shall be no pollution of watercourses by the approved 
operations. 

Reason: To safeguard local watercourses and drainages, avoid the pollution of any 
watercourse or groundwater and minimise flood risk in accordance with 
CMWLP policies SP15, DC19 and DC20.

Control of Liquid Substances
21. Any chemical, oil or diesel storage facilities on the site shall be provided with 

secondary containment that is impermeable and resistant to the substance 
contained. The minimum volume of the secondary containment shall be at least 
equivalent to the capacity of the tank plus 10%.   

Reason: To safeguard local watercourses and drainages and avoid the pollution of 
any watercourse or groundwater and minimise flood risk in accordance 
with CMWLP policy DC20.

Environmental Stewardship

Soil Handling
22. The movement and re-spreading of soils shall be restricted to occasions when 

the soil is in a suitable dry and friable condition and the ground is sufficiently dry 
to allow passage of heavy vehicles and machinery over it without damage to the 
soils and the topsoil can be separated from the subsoil without difficulty. All 
topsoil, subsoil, soil-making material and other overburden shall be stacked 
separately and prevented from mixing prior to placement for restoration.

Reason: To ensure the proper replacement of soils in accordance with CMWLP 
policy DC21.

Soil Retention for Reuse
23. All topsoil and subsoil shall be retained on the site and none shall be sold off or 

removed from the site.

Reason: To ensure the retention of locally appropriate soils for use in the restoration 
of the site in accordance with CMWLP policies DC21 and DC22.

Control of Weeds
24. All non-cropped areas of the site and all topsoil, subsoil and overburden stacks 

shall be kept free from noxious agricultural weeds and all necessary steps shall 
be taken to destroy such weeds at early stages of growth to prevent seeding.

Reason: To properly manage the site by preventing the spread of weeds onto 
adjacent land in accordance with CMWLP policies SP15, DC2, DC18 and 
DC21.

Care of Boundaries
25. The developer shall maintain and make stockproof all the existing and proposed 

fences, walls and gates around the perimeter of the quarry void until the 
restoration and aftercare of the site has been completed. 



 

Reason: To safeguard the occupation of adjoining land.

26. Any walls, fences, gates and/or stiles damaged or destroyed in the course of the 
approved operations shall be repaired or restored on their original lines or 
replaced on such lines as may be agreed between the developer, the Mineral 
Planning Authority and the persons who, for the time being, have an interest as 
owners, lessees or occupiers (excluding tenants for a month or any period less 
than a month) in the land originally bounded by such walls or fences.

Reason: To safeguard the occupation of adjoining land.

Monitoring Requirements

Ecological Monitoring Requirements
27. Botanical and breeding bird surveys must be implemented and reported upon to 

the Mineral Planning Authority as specified in Section 4 of 'Biodiversity 
Monitoring Strategy - Rev02 (November 2018)’.

Reason: To ensure compliance with BS42020:2013 and CMWLP policies SP15, 
SP16, DC16, DC18 and DC22.

Monitoring of Restoration and Aftercare Progress – Annual Reports
28. Written reports detailing the restoration and aftercare activities undertaken over 

the previous calendar year, and including a programme of proposed restoration 
works and aftercare management for the year ahead, shall be submitted to the 
Mineral Planning Authority for approval in writing by 31 January each year.

Reason: To enable the planning authority to monitor the sites’ compliance with the 
planning conditions and progress in terms of restoration of the site.

Monitoring of Restoration Progress and Approved Restoration Plan 
Compliance – Topographical Surveys
29. An up-to-date topographical survey of the site shall be submitted to the Mineral

Planning Authority triennially and shall clearly show the areas of the site that 
have been infilled and restored to final levels. The first survey shall be submitted 
by 30 September 2022. 

Reason: To enable the planning authority to monitor the sites’ compliance with the 
planning conditions and progress in terms of restoration of the site.

Aftercare 

Aftercare
30. Upon certification in writing by the Minerals Planning Authority that restoration of 

a phase has been completed to approved levels and to an acceptable standard, 
the relevant phase of the site shall be subject to aftercare under the provisions 
of Section 72(5) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 for a period of 5 
years.  Aftercare of the site shall ensure that the site is left in an acceptable 
condition for the proposed agricultural and amenity afteruse. Aftercare must be 
undertaken in accordance with the following:

a) The Restoration and Aftercare Management Plan – Document Reference 
No: RSK/M/P661739/04/04/01 (Rev01) – dated 4 February 2019;



 

b) In each year of the aftercare period for any phase, a  meeting shall be 
held to review the aftercare of the site. The review meeting shall include  
representatives of the Mineral Planning Authority, the site operator, their 
agent, and any other specialist advisors considered necessary by these 
parties. The landowner (or their agent) and Natural England shall also be 
invited to the review meetings. 

Reason: To secure the proper aftercare of the restored land.

INFORMATIVE
Registered Common Land: The erection of any fencing/walling or the retention of any 

fencing or haul road/access track on any registered unit of common land following the 
completion of restoration and aftercare may require an application to be made to the 
Secretary of State (SoS) under Section 38 of the Commons Act 2006.

Public Rights of Way: The undertaking of the restoration works around the quarry 
entrance area that will affect the course of the public right of way crossing this will 
require an application (or applications) to be made for a temporary diversion of part of 
this public right of way. The restoration works in this area should not be undertaken 
until the temporary diversion order has been made and confirmed.
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